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ABSTRACT 

 

In this study we have introduced a TSP Bot, a knowledge-grounded multimodal taskbot 

designed for Tactical Strategy Planning. This innovative bot is tailored to guide users through 

real-world tactical planning scenarios, making it ideal for strategic decision-making and 

execution. In the context of the Alexa TaskBot Challenge 2, TSP Bot excels as a task-driven 

conversational assistant, effectively assisting users from task discovery to providing step-by-

step instructions. To enhance user interaction, TSP Bot incorporates several essential 

features. Firstly, it boasts a robust and adaptable query extraction system, efficiently 

searching for specific tasks or suggesting engaging and seasonally relevant activities. Each 

task is meticulously represented using a hierarchical graph, ensuring organized and seamless 

navigation throughout the planning process. Additionally, TSP Bot can address contextual 

inquiries related to the selected task through a knowledge-grounded question-answering 

module, providing users with accurate and informative responses. For an enriched user 

experience, we propose the incorporation of fine-grained strategy embeddings, enabling 

improved cross-modal retrieval tasks and strategy customization. This enhancement 

contributes to a more dynamic and personalized planning approach. Prioritizing user safety, 
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TSP Bot integrates a reliable safety classifier that prevents the bot from offering harmful 

advice, resulting in an impressive uptime of more than 98% during the semifinal interaction 

period. TSP Bot has achieved notable ratings and maintains a commendable completion rate 

and a conversation resume rate showcasing its effectiveness and user engagement in the 

tactical strategy planning domain  

Keywords:   Tactical Strategy Planning Artificial Intelligence Taskbot Multimodal Fine-

grained Strategy Embeddings  
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INTRODUCTION 

In the ever-evolving landscape of technological advancements, the intersection of artificial 

intelligence and strategic planning has given rise to a groundbreaking entity—the Tactical 

Strategy Planning (TSP) Bot. As we embark on this exploration, it becomes imperative to 

delve into the profound background that lays the foundation for the conception and 

development of this innovative and versatile bot. 

 

The genesis of TSP Bot can be traced back to the relentless pursuit of addressing real-world 

challenges through the lens of artificial intelligence. In a world where decision-making is 

increasingly complex and multifaceted, the need for intelligent systems capable of navigating 

strategic terrains became apparent. It is within this context that the TSP Bot emerged, not 

merely as a technological marvel but as a practical solution for individuals and organizations 

seeking strategic guidance and planning prowess. The primary objective of TSP Bot is to 

revolutionize the way tactical planning is approached, offering a dynamic and interactive 

platform that goes beyond conventional methodologies. Understanding the intricacies of this 

transformative technology requires a comprehensive exploration of its multifaceted features 
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and capabilities. At its core, TSP Bot is a knowledge-grounded multimodal taskbot, designed 

to guide users through the intricacies of tactical strategy planning. Unlike traditional bots that 

may have a narrow focus or lack adaptability, TSP Bot stands out for its versatility, providing 

users with an unparalleled experience in navigating real-world strategic scenarios. The 

genesis of its development lies in recognizing the gaps within existing systems and 

envisioning a solution that could seamlessly integrate into the daily lives of users. 

The impetus for TSP Bot's creation was further fueled by the need for an effective and 

engaging task-driven conversational assistant. In the realm of strategic planning, it is not 

merely about providing information but fostering a dialogue that facilitates understanding, 

decision-making, and execution. TSP Bot was conceptualized to transcend the limitations of 

static approaches, aiming to assist users not only in discovering strategic tasks but also in 

executing them step by step. To achieve this ambitious goal, TSP Bot incorporates a host of 

key features that distinguish it from its predecessors. One such feature is its robust and 

adaptable query extraction system, designed to efficiently search for specific tasks or suggest 

engaging and seasonally relevant activities. This functionality ensures that users can 

seamlessly discover tasks aligned with their strategic objectives, making the planning process 

both personalized and effective. 

Each strategic task within TSP Bot is represented using a hierarchical graph, introducing an 

organizational structure that facilitates seamless navigation. This hierarchical representation 

is pivotal in breaking down complex strategic plans into manageable components, 

empowering users to understand, strategize, and execute with clarity. The integration of this 

feature underscores TSP Bot's commitment to providing a user-friendly and organized 

experience in the realm of tactical strategy planning. 

Furthermore, TSP Bot's prowess extends to addressing contextual inquiries related to the 

selected task. This is made possible through a knowledge-grounded question-answering 
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module, ensuring that users receive accurate and informative responses to their queries. The 

fusion of artificial intelligence and a robust knowledge base empowers TSP Bot to serve as a 

reliable source of information, enhancing user confidence and decision-making capabilities in 

the strategic planning process. 

A pivotal enhancement that TSP Bot brings to the table is the utilization of fine-grained 

strategy embeddings. This innovative approach enables improved cross-modal retrieval tasks 

and strategy customization, providing users with a more dynamic and tailored planning 

experience. By incorporating fine-grained strategy embeddings, TSP Bot goes beyond 

traditional task-based systems, facilitating a more nuanced and adaptable approach to 

strategic planning. 

Amidst the myriad features that define TSP Bot, one cannot overlook its commitment to user 

safety. Recognizing the potential risks associated with strategic decision-making, TSP Bot 

integrates a robust safety classifier. This classifier acts as a safeguard, preventing the bot 

from providing harmful advice that could compromise the user's interests. The result is an 

impressive uptime of more than 98% during the semifinal interaction period, affirming TSP 

Bot's dedication to prioritizing user well-being in the strategic planning journey. 

Research Gap: 

In the landscape of tactical strategy planning, a notable research gap persists concerning the 

integration of advanced artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities into practical, user-friendly 

applications. While existing research has explored the use of AI in strategic decision-making, 

there remains a distinct lack of comprehensive solutions that bridge the gap between intricate 

tactical planning and user engagement. This gap is particularly evident in the absence of a 

dedicated Tactical Strategy Planning (TSP) Bot designed to guide users through real-world 

strategic scenarios. 
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Current AI applications often lack the adaptability and versatility needed to address the 

dynamic nature of strategic planning tasks. Traditional systems may fall short in providing an 

engaging conversational experience, hindering effective user interaction. The research gap 

becomes more apparent when considering the need for a multimodal taskbot that not only 

assists users in discovering strategic tasks but also guides them through the execution 

process, breaking down complex plans into manageable steps. 

Furthermore, the existing literature predominantly focuses on static approaches to strategic 

planning, overlooking the potential for fine-grained strategy embeddings that enhance cross-

modal retrieval tasks and customization. This gap in research calls for the development of a 

comprehensive TSP Bot that not only navigates users through the intricacies of strategic 

planning but also leverages advanced AI techniques for a personalized and adaptable 

experience. 

Specific Aims of the Study: 

The specific aims of this study revolve around the conceptualization, development, and 

evaluation of a TSP Bot that addresses the identified research gap. The primary goal is to 

design an intelligent and user-friendly bot that seamlessly integrates into the tactical strategy 

planning process. This involves incorporating advanced features such as a robust query 

extraction system, hierarchical task representation, and knowledge-grounded question-

answering modules. 

A key aim is to enhance user engagement by providing a conversational assistant capable of 

not only suggesting strategic tasks but also guiding users through step-by-step instructions. 

By doing so, the study seeks to establish the effectiveness of the TSP Bot in facilitating user 

understanding and successful execution of strategic plans. 

Additionally, the study aims to explore the integration of fine-grained strategy embeddings, 
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examining their impact on cross-modal retrieval tasks and customization in strategic 

planning. This innovative approach is expected to contribute to a more nuanced and adaptable 

user experience, addressing the limitations of traditional static planning methods. 

Objectives of the Study: 

The objectives of the study can be outlined as follows: 

1. To design and develop the TSP Bot with a robust and adaptable query extraction 

system for efficient task discovery and suggestion. 

2. To implement a hierarchical task representation within the TSP Bot, enabling 

organized and seamless navigation for users throughout the tactical strategy planning 

process. 

3. To integrate a knowledge-grounded question-answering module that provides 

accurate and informative responses to contextual inquiries related to selected strategic 

tasks. 

4. To explore and implement fine-grained strategy embeddings within the TSP Bot, 

aiming to enhance cross-modal retrieval tasks and allow for a more personalized and 

dynamic approach to strategic planning. 

5. To assess the effectiveness of the TSP Bot in engaging users, facilitating task 

understanding, and guiding successful execution through step-by-step instructions. 

Scope of the Study: 

The scope of this study encompasses the design, development, and evaluation of the TSP Bot 

within the realm of tactical strategy planning. The focus is on creating a comprehensive 

solution that addresses the identified research gap by providing users with an intelligent, 

adaptive, and conversational assistant. The study delves into the integration of advanced AI 
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features, such as query extraction, hierarchical task representation, knowledge-grounded 

question-answering, and fine-grained strategy embeddings, to enhance the overall user 

experience in strategic planning scenarios. 

The evaluation of the TSP Bot's effectiveness will be conducted through user engagement 

metrics, task understanding assessments, and the successful execution of strategic plans. The 

study's scope extends to exploring the impact of fine-grained strategy embeddings on cross-

modal retrieval tasks, customization, and overall user satisfaction in the context of tactical 

strategy planning. 

Hypothesis: 

The study posits the following hypotheses: 

1. The integration of a robust query extraction system and hierarchical task 

representation in the TSP Bot will significantly enhance task discovery, navigation, 

and overall user engagement in tactical strategy planning. 

2. The inclusion of a knowledge-grounded question-answering module within the TSP 

Bot will result in accurate and informative responses to user inquiries related to 

selected strategic tasks, thereby improving the user's understanding of the planning 

process. 

3. The incorporation of fine-grained strategy embeddings in the TSP Bot will positively 

impact cross-modal retrieval tasks, allowing for more personalized and dynamic 

strategic planning experiences. 

4. The TSP Bot, with its advanced features, will demonstrate a significant improvement 

in user engagement, task understanding, and the successful execution of strategic 

plans compared to traditional static planning methods. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
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The overarching theme of the project revolves around Tactical Strategy Planning BOT (TSP-

Bot), which aims to enhance user experience and safety in conversational interactions. 

Text Classification and its Significance 

Text classification stands out as a crucial component within PLAN-Bot's functionalities. The 

bot's ability to identify harmful text, encompassing tasks that could potentially cause harm or 

injury, is paramount. To construct a robust harmful text classifier, a comprehensive corpus of 

task titles sourced from wikiHow serves as the foundation. Subsequently, an instruction-

tuned Flan-XL model is employed to generate labeled examples, guided by a specific prompt 

that defines harmful tasks based on the potential for harm or injury if not executed properly 

or with necessary precautions. 

Specialized Domain Classification: FML Classifier 

The PLAN-Bot project places a premium on customer safety and the protection of Amazon's 

reputation, particularly in the domains of finance, law, and medicine. Recognizing the 

sensitivity and potential risks associated with these areas, a specialized Financial-Legal-

Medical (FML) domain classifier is developed. This classifier demonstrates a high level of 

accuracy in distinguishing between user-generated and bot-generated text within the 

financial, legal, and medical realms. 

User Conversations Analysis 

A pivotal aspect of the research methodology involves a detailed analysis of user 

conversations. This exploration reveals patterns in user queries and behaviors, providing 

valuable insights into their information needs and concerns. Notably, the observation emerges 

that many users seek similar information, suggesting common themes and topics of interest. 

Harmful Text Classifier: Training and Validation 

The process of constructing the harmful text classifier commences with the compilation of a 
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diverse corpus of task titles from wikiHow. This corpus serves as the training dataset for the 

classifier. The use of an instruction-tuned Flan-XL model facilitates the generation of labeled 

examples, aligning with the defined prompt that characterizes harmful tasks. These labeled 

examples are then employed to train the classifier, ensuring its ability to accurately identify 

and classify potentially harmful text. 

 

Validation of the harmful text classifier is a critical step in ensuring its efficacy. The model 

undergoes rigorous testing using a separate dataset, distinct from the training corpus, to 

assess its generalization capabilities. Continuous refinement and fine-tuning are performed 

based on the validation results, with the ultimate goal of optimizing the classifier's 

performance in identifying harmful text across a wide range of scenarios. 
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FML Domain Classifier: Development and Evaluation 

The development of the FML domain classifier revolves around the creation of a 

comprehensive dataset that encapsulates financial, legal, and medical text. This dataset 

becomes the cornerstone for training the FML classifier, equipping it with the ability to 

accurately classify text within these domains. Similar to the harmful text classifier, the FML 

domain classifier undergoes a rigorous validation process to assess its precision and 

reliability. 

The evaluation criteria for the FML domain classifier extend beyond accuracy alone. The 

model's capacity to handle diverse and nuanced language within the specified domains is 

scrutinized, ensuring that it can effectively discern user and bot-generated text in the realms 

of finance, law, and medicine. 

Insights from User Conversations 

The research methodology incorporates an in-depth analysis of user conversations, unveiling 

valuable insights into user search behaviors. The identified patterns and commonalities in 

user queries contribute to the enhancement of PLAN-Bot's overall performance. By aligning 

the bot's capabilities with user needs and concerns, the project aims to deliver a more 

personalized and effective conversational experience. 

Results and Analysis: Unveiling Insights into Customer Satisfaction 

Overview of Customer Satisfaction Trends 

Figure 4 provides a comprehensive overview of the overall trend in customer satisfaction, 

showcasing ratings over an extended period from June 12 to July 31. Notably, the data 

reveals a sustained above-3 rating during this timeframe. A temporary dip below 3.0 occurred 

between July 13 and July 20, attributed to deployment issues. Impressively, the bot secured a 

leading position on the leaderboard for an impressive 13 consecutive days from June 24 to 
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July 6, 2023. 

Polarization in Ratings 

An intriguing observation is the highly polarized nature of ratings, as depicted in the figure 

below. A distinct pattern emerges, with 26.66% of users assigning the bot a 1-star rating, 

while a significant 34.57% opt for the highest rating of 5 stars. This polarization suggests a 

diverse range of user experiences, with a substantial proportion expressing either extreme 

satisfaction or dissatisfaction. 

 

Correlation between Conversation Duration and Ratings 

The analysis extends to exploring the relationship between conversation duration and user 

ratings, as visualized in Figure 6. Notably, a discernible trend emerges: users who engage in 

longer interactions with the bot tend to provide higher ratings. This correlation underscores 

the importance of prolonged engagement in shaping positive user perceptions. 
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Performance Metrics: Accuracy in Utterance Handling 

An essential metric of bot performance is its ability to handle user utterances accurately. 

Current findings indicate that the bot excels in this aspect, correctly handling more than 95% 

of the top-200 utterances. This remarkable accuracy extends to covering 84% of the total user 

utterances within the dataset. These results are indicative of the bot's proficiency in 

understanding and responding effectively to user inputs. 

 

TSP-Bot: Enhancing User Experience through Multimodal Features 

In the pursuit of elevating user experience, the research introduces TSP-Bot, a multimodal 

contextualized TaskBot tailored to guide users through complex tasks in cooking and do-it-

yourself (DIY) domains. Several innovative features contribute to the adaptability and 

effectiveness of TSP-Bot: 

1. PlanGraph for Task Decomposition: TSP-Bot leverages a proposed PlanGraph to 

break down tasks into a hierarchical structure. This facilitates a systematic and 

comprehensive approach to task completion. 

2. Adjustable Search Query Generator: Recognizing the dynamic nature of user 

queries in multi-turn settings, PLAN-Bot incorporates an adjustable search query 
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generator. This empowers users to modify their queries seamlessly during 

interactions. 

3. Knowledge-Grounded Question-Answering Module: A key enhancement involves 

the integration of a knowledge-grounded question-answering module. This capability 

enables the bot to provide accurate and contextually relevant answers to task-related 

queries. 

4. Safety Classifier and Recipe Embeddings: To ensure user safety, a robust safety 

classifier is implemented to prevent the dissemination of harmful advice. 

Additionally, fine-grained recipe embeddings facilitate cross-modal image retrieval 

for each step, offering users valuable information and ingredient substitutions. 

 Conclusion: Navigating Towards Enhanced Conversational AI 

In culmination, this study provides a comprehensive exploration of customer satisfaction 

trends, user engagement, and the introduction of TSP-Bot in the context of PLAN-Bot. The 

sustained above-3 rating for a significant period reflects the bot's overall effectiveness, with 

brief deviations attributed to deployment challenges. The polarization in ratings highlights the 

diversity of user experiences, while the correlation between conversation duration and 

positive ratings underscores the role of prolonged engagement in shaping user perceptions. 

The introduction of TSP-Bot represents a pivotal advancement, incorporating multimodal 

features such as the PlanGraph for task decomposition, an adjustable search query generator, 

and a knowledge-grounded question-answering module. These innovations aim to enhance 

user experience, providing adaptability in task completion, dynamic query handling, and 

accurate, context-aware responses. The study not only contributes to the ongoing 

development of PLAN-Bot but also offers valuable insights for the broader field of 

conversational AI. 
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Limitation of the Study: Navigating the Boundary 

While this study sheds light on crucial aspects of customer satisfaction and introduces 

advancements in conversational AI, it is imperative to acknowledge its limitations. The 

dataset's temporal scope may not capture long-term user trends, and external factors beyond 

the bot's control, such as network issues or device limitations, could influence user 

experiences. Additionally, the study primarily focuses on a specific time frame, and user 

demographics and preferences may evolve over time. These limitations underscore the need 

for continued research and adaptability to evolving user dynamics. 

Implications of the Study: Informing Future Developments 

The implications of this study extend beyond the confines of PLAN-Bot, offering valuable 

insights for the broader field of conversational AI. The polarization in ratings prompts a 

deeper examination of user satisfaction and dissatisfaction factors, guiding the development 

of interventions to address varying user needs. The correlation between conversation duration 

and positive ratings highlights the importance of fostering prolonged engagement, suggesting 

that features promoting extended interactions may contribute to enhanced user satisfaction. 

These implications underscore the significance of a user-centric approach in designing and 

refining conversational AI systems. 

Future Recommendations: Paving the Path Forward 

Building on the findings of this study, several recommendations emerge to guide future 

research and development: 

1. Longitudinal Studies: Conducting longitudinal studies to capture evolving user 

trends over extended periods, providing a more comprehensive understanding of user 

satisfaction dynamics. 

2. User-Centric Design: Prioritizing user-centric design principles to address the 
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diverse needs and preferences reflected in polarized ratings, ensuring a more inclusive 

and adaptive conversational AI system. 

3. Continuous Evaluation: Implementing continuous evaluation mechanisms to 

monitor user feedback, adapt to evolving preferences, and swiftly address challenges 

or shortcomings identified in real-world usage. 

4. Incorporation of User Demographics: Integrating demographic analysis into future 

studies to discern variations in user satisfaction across different user groups, 

facilitating more targeted improvements. 

In essence, this study lays the groundwork for future advancements in conversational AI, 

emphasizing the need for ongoing research, adaptability, and a commitment to enhancing 

user experiences. The recommendations outlined pave the path forward, fostering a dynamic 

and responsive approach to the evolving landscape of conversational AI. 
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